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-:' \ , Researchers in the broad field which has been crudely latoele'd

"political communication" provide, a wide variety of tentative hypotheses

and'conclusions regarding the impact of media on politiCil preferences
i

and voting behavior: Virtually all of theempirical political Socialize-7)
,

Von literature contains_direct or indirect reference to media variables
al

within various levels of sobial'complexity. Ever since the "classic"

studies of the forties, summary yolUmes such as-IThe People's Choice;

Voting,- The Voter Decides and American Voting Behavior have reinforced

the contention that media play an active_7le in the political socializatiOn

-process. More re cent collections of poiticarcommunibation research -

k.
such as those by Chaffee (1975) and Kraus and Davi,' (1976) suggest that

contemporary researche "frequently accept the assertions ofhese

benchmark studies without engaging In further empirical verification

which would help clarify the relationship between mass communication

and political solcialization.

Sane of the most popular conceptualizations which has been useetiii

guide th0 past decade's political communication research was first

advanced by apper (1960), and refined by Ki:aus (1964): According to

'these writers, the effect of the Media is qphonomenistic." That is,
1,

iirxgrosure to media content takes place among other factors, both

-tiettavioral and social, which also serve as mediating influences.
., . , . .

'

%

, reWriting,abOut the impact of the 1960 "GS at Debates,"-AL-ang and Lana
.

. , ,<1961) observed, "To disentanre the intuence of any single campaign
.



event °reissue- on the outcome of an election is always difficult. 'In the

case of the TVdebateS, it becomes ,a logical absurdity . . ." (p. 277).
. . .

, . Rathenthan grant candidate exposure via televised debates any single, _

direct influence, Lang and Lang reasoned the. Ithe impact
.

of televised
. .

.

debates need to be analyzed against a backdrop of the well-established
,

functions served by the mass media. As stated by the authors, "They

function prima in two ways: (1) to increase the, salience of party

f

alignments and (2)- to 'adjust and bring Images of the mien, issued; etc.,
t,

, -

into line with voting preferences. The televised debates ar4e somewhat
'

. 1.unique, however, in that they provide the viewer with exposure to the

two candidates simultaneously. Hen.ce, the viewen-is forced to-rnake,'

instantaneous com risons and contrasts between theCandidates' post-
.

tions on important issues, as opposed to permitting the limitation of

one's exposure solely to the candidate of choice. Though Krau and
.7

Smith (196?) found that the issues in the 1960 debates were closely linked .
.4 0$.

to the perceived images of the candidates themselves, theie and similar. I i

s
,

studies offer support for the position of Lang and Lang thatspresidential
0 - r.

debates serve to bring the voters' conceptioli of thedtimsge cif the candt-

date and the issues,close to.tFie viewer's Original votinOifteferente.'
h

(Krius and Davis, 1976, p. 59.) , '0

Subscribing to the notion that the impadt of tfiernedta is phenomenis-

tic, our, interest in studying the 1976 Carter7FPrd. debatesiwas based .upon
.

5 P.

the belief that the series of debates afforded tppropriateewents within

the campaign period which enabled us to look ai changes in voter perce0,-
.

$
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tion4 of candidate& positions over time. The debates themselves were

but a single _element in the total political milieu which existed prio'r to

the 1976 election.
. 1.......I..... .............

. .

Combining the findings of politiCal communication researchers

interested measuring media effects with the.restilts of political

scienitas engy ed in inquiries which consider the impact of peer groups,

education, socioeconomic factors and family value, permits the genera--

ton of conflicting sets of hypotheses. -Since these "models" of pOlitical

socialiZation fail to lead the researcher to the same definitive conclu-
,

5 ,

sions, the various hypotheses need to be addressed, and subsequently
. ?-

accepted or rejected on the .basis of the resulting evidence.

To date there has been little evidence to shake' the firmly held con-

tention that the family unit holds a central position in the process of poli-

tical socialization. , While it is nearly impossibleto determine at what

point family influences intersect with other influences in` the voters'
. Si-

. _environment, it appeatIAK.logical to assume that "family" as a grossly

defined'variatae forms the nucleus of all socializing agents.' Blumerr-
i

feld (1964) and Wasby (1966) have suggested that the primary- role played . ) ,

by the family in the area of political socialization is the transmission of .

(

political preference (party affiliation). So strong is this influence in

some cases that media exposure hasp°
. .

measurable efftt. In other

tatances, individuals.are apt to selectively attend to those appearances

and statements which reinforce he primary affiliation. (

I
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4With the recent decline in direct party identification, some recent

studies have :pointed to an increased emphasii on campaign issues and

.*Oendidates' images. Parents transmit their political Oreferenales to their

children on the basis of istues and images in the same Way that they pro-

Oct simple party affiliation. Whether the voter is actually in agreement
J

ale
the position of the candidate appears to be of minor irriportance:, Of

9

muc \sgreater Signifl.cance/iertthe voter perceives the existen'ceof
. .

such agreePnent (Sherrod, 1971; Mendelsohn and 'Keefe, 1975).
gl

i'Regarding changes in perception of candidates, O'Keefe and'

Mendelsohn (19.74), interviewirig voters in Summit ,County, Ohio, found

That only ten percent of their respondentsclaimed to have learned some -
%

thing after deciding upon a candidate hat reinforced their initial decision..

,

Conversely, only three Percent Stated that they had learned-something

new which made them Uncertain ;ghat they had selected ttis best candidate.

Although these findings tend to provide additional support for the popular

reinforcement hypotheiis, it can be argued that the voters did, in fact,

acquire new nforMation of which thdy were unaware. Earlier
r results .

.

from a 1972 Sumrnit.County study revealed that rhore han 20 percent

.of the voters sampled claimed b have been influenced by various events

whit r
.

occurred during the 6aniOaign-f-aithough-a- sizable-segment of t

voters appeared to interpret influence in terms of rationalizations for

previous, decisions.
I

SuggestIng that actual voting behavior. or candidate .switching is

40 overdimplified 'criterion of, change, O'Keefe (1975) has called for
.

. 1
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research effor-kswhich delineate the net,effects of combined campaign

' InflUences upon voter decision-making; "Degree of

' also neecis tt be empirically associated with changes
. .

ported influence

\n respondents'
.

positions...on issues, perceptions of candidates' positions on issues, and

.perceptions of candidates' images. This should ideally be,conclucted by

'measuring perceived influence,. issue and image change, a_nti commu-

nicatiori behavior at a minimum of three points in time withuse of

appropriate causal modeling techniques." (P. 140.)
//

Rationale and 'Hypotheses

Following the recommendations of O'Keefe the present study p'er-::

"mtts the investigation of -pattern oi4s of change in the perceived position

self and each of the two major candidates, by individuals within a

unit. 'It is, therefore, possible to investigate (1) what patterns appear

within the entire subject group, and (2) whether patterns exhibited by

individuals within family groups are similar, directed toward congruence,-
.5

Y\

or independent.

With'isegard to the first question, a number of change patterns'have

been postulated, either directly or-nferred, to describe the possible

functions of a campaign. Drawing from the literature of political communi-

cation at least five hypetheses can be generated to redibt changes in

voter perceptton of candidates' positions:'

lt Perceptual Stability or Maintenance Absence of Shift. COn-
.

1

ststent With the widely held-view that the.mass media_and other campaign,

.tnflue. nces,serve merely to reinfor:ce existing perceptionvs; ifthey have

117
'7(



..
any Impact at all, one could predict that the campaign would be insuf-

fictenttoesult In a measurable- Change. Even though O'Keefe has sug-
,

gestedthat instrumentation such as that designfd for this study should

prove to bernore sensitive to perceptual shifts within the Ke-election

period., there is some existing evidence that these chanbei simply do

not take place. If the pereptions of voters remain Stable throughout

the campaign, we would expect.their responses to reeaf anchorage of

self and the relativeposition.of candidate of choice and opposing candi-

date. Change in perception of one candidate should therefore be coupled

with a similar change in the other. (See Figure 1.)

2. Alignment with Candidate. Just as there is evidence to suggest

no movement, one could predict that as the campaign develops, the voter

becomes increasingly aware of the issues and adopts the position of the
T._

candidite of Choice. If this pattern operates,' die would expect the change'

to occur on the self position (voter), with either constant values or parat-

les change for the candidate of choice.' See Figure 2.)

3. Contrast and Assimilation. What.rnigt% be described as a

nclasstc",hypothesis would argue that the self position should remain

"anchored throughout the campaign period, while the candidate of choice':.

As moved closer to the position of the voter. The opposing candidate's

positions are perceived as becomin increasingly distant over time..,

In other words, the voter underg s a shift in his/her perception of both

candidate's poSitions, :moving the' candidate of choice closer to one's own

8

1
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Figure. 3_

7

O

Figure 2

Figure 4

Figure 5
. 4

KEY: In all figures A is die difference between the perceived position of the
candidate of chdice and t14,1elf position; a is the difference between the per-
ceived position of thee.oppos ng candidate and the self pos,ition; and Cgs change
in the individual's position over

9
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tts the campaign progi-esses, while moving the opposing candidate farther

away. (See Figure 3.) .
.

4. Double Exposure. Lang and Lang (1961) have,, argued that the

campaign (espeCiatljthe debates) serves to expose the voteis.to both"can-
,,.

, :\ ri
a \
didates. Fufther, it can be argued that the natulse of American presidentialP.
campaignstend to reduce the differences between the candidates. One

would therefore expect:a pattern in support of this hypothesis to show

candidates converging, bUt the self position would remain relatively Stable,

5. Selling of the President. The "selling" or' "merchandising" hypo-
,

thesis would predict the existence of an anchored perception for self, but

with differient candidate holding the atSimilated position (closer pro ity

to self) over time. This interpretation, presented graphically in Figure 5,

assumes that no single candidate can maintain a consistently persuasive

campaign. In the case of a consistent advantage, one would expect the

voter to remain anchored and the continuous assimilation of a single can-
_

didate. If there is cohcomitant rejection of the unsuccessful candidate,

the pattern mirriics the contrast and atsirrittion,patte rn

Regarding the second question, we have Suggdsted three passible

-intra-?familial patterns: congruent, convergent and indeRendent. the con-

logruent pattern argues for.the traditional notiorf of strong family influence

. on voting behavior. Initial positibn will be similar and change shoUld it

occur will be par4allel. The convergent pattern1would also support strong

family influence but would suggest the operation of increasing salience of

"family values." initial positions would be independent Td.c.hange by

lo
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diriduals would be directed toward `a common position. The thi-rd'Pattern

o argue against fartitly influence (at least of a positive sort). Initial
,. i

famil position would not be Predictive of final pOsition nor would tizIQ
, r . .

farnity share a'commOn position at the close' of the campaign.

It was not expeCted that a single,individual familial hypothesis mould j.

be found to,fully or even substantially accommodate'the data. It was,

-howeverr, expected that each of these patterns and perh4ps others not
1

hypothesized would appear.

Procedures

In order to test these hypotheses, Sixteen statements were drawn

from the presidential platforms of the Republicap and Democratic parties.4
The statements selected were those which exhibited, the greatest disagree-

.
ment between the two parties, or highly' pronounced identification with one

,

of the parties.; Each statement was evaluated by the respondent as self,

as JiMmCarter and as Gerald Ford on separate, standard, five-point,

agree /disagree scales. These 'statements were :included in an extensive

questionnaire which was used with a panel sample of families drawn from

five-locations. A family was defined as two or more persons 16 years

or older living in the same residence and related byrnarriage or blood.

All mermbers of the family who were 16 years or older responded to the.'
.

questionnaire. The five locations-were Athens, Ohio; Austin, Texas,

East Larising, Michigan; Hartford, Cor)Kecticut; and,Salt Lake City,

The locationth were those 'of the contributors to this paper.
ro

4I
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Families were randomly selected at each location, informed of the

panel,task, and asked to participate. This14process was continued-until

10 to 12 families per location had volunteered to corn' plete the entire task.
. .

-,.
Panel families completed the questionnair.e four times. The pre-test was

ir \
given during the week of September 21, 1976; the remaining three Ns

2

were administered in turn, followingeach of therlevised debateb. In
,..

general, the questionnaires were hand-deliverled prior to each debate

and retrieved following a few days time to permit_ completion by each .

\ family member. Each respondent had his/her own personal copy, of each..

7

questionnaire. No attempt, then, was made to limtt.interpe,onal or . ,

. r
other Medieinfluences which followed the debates. ,Respondents did, how-1
ever, document sources of4nfluence concerning'their judgment of the

debates.

Four dis

I \ , ..

. ' . ,
criterion measures were constructed from these data.., .

and are described as follows:
A 0

D1 Inra the'average absolute diff rence between the individual's
.1 ,

Positioro(X1) and the perceived position of the

which is given

=
,1

X114,., I

i=1
N_ . Where N is the n r of

Wort

)

-
a choice (Xcd

,

..
D2 was the average absolute difference between'the indtv ,

,

, position and the perceived Position of the or/posing candiAte (Xo-c):,.. Or':

a, -J
/

12

st
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,

N
°D2 = X i - Xoci

1=1

..) N.

D3 was the average absolute difference between the candidate of

choice and the opposing-candidate. Or:

NNt

D3 =
i=1

I-

Xcci Xoci

N

I -
Candidate of'choice and opposing candidate were determined by

')
response to a forced-choice item in the questionnaire requiring the.

respondent to select 'either Ford or Carter as their candidate. In a few

. cases where the choice was not made, candidate of choice was assigned
X

to the candidate showing less distance.

D4, was the average absolute difference between the individual's

. position oh"the pre-test and his/her pOsition on the subsequent post admini-

sti'ations. Or:

N

4 i 1 12iD = X. . - X
i= t 1

For the first post-test. In .

subsequent tests, the minu-
end remained' the same but

N 'the sutrahend was taken
from the particular post'
test.at hand;

. ,
D4 was also calculated for the pre-test data alone by,taking the

0'
verage absolute difference between the actuaL;responsI<and the extreme

response (1 or 5). This score can be considered a "potential change "

13'
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"1-

= T2 -
4s;

score, assuming that respondents set-ea-5'1-g extreme values show less
As

potentiel for change.1 -The pre-test D4 use was limited to prqvide an

anchor point in sullsequent graphs..

Results, and Discussion

Patterns of Change

In order to test for'patterns of change among the criterion measures,

the difference between the pre-debate values for each of the D1, D2, and

D3 measures, and the corresponding values in the last post-debate

questionnaire was tested for direction. Individuals were sorted on the

basis of the various difference patterns which emerged, e.g., Dvi < D14,

D214 D24, D314. D34, later referred to as GGG.1- The rationale for this

sort included the following:

1) The hypothesized patterns (excluding the merchandizing pattern)

established requirements as to the existing )alationfthip between pre and

post values. I

2) The, merchandizing hypothesis could be dealt with by direct analyses

of the respondents who exhibited a change for their candidate of choice.

3) The sort, while establishing restriction on the last debate value

(greater or lesser) within a set, in no way lin-iited the other values in that

. set. Consequently, it was considered a legitimate procedure to (a) conduct

the 'sort, and.(b) to determine if the entire data set fit the pattern predicted.

1 The condition of equality occurred in five cases. these cases were
dfstributed into retained patterns (see below) if they would fit with one and
only one change., 'Three cases were reclaimed in this manner.

4c,

14
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Merchandizing Pattern

411

Prior to the sort, the data were examined for support for the mer-

chandizing pattern. Only six individuals were found who recorded a

twitch from one candidate to another. No-voter switched more than

once, and all voters who switched did so in the direction of the other

members of their family. It appeared obvious that voter preference

switches could better be explained by intrafamilial influences rather

than media hype. Since there was no observaible suifoAt for the metk-

chandizing hypothesis the six respondents were returned to.the subject

pool for the sort test.

,From the sort, five attributable categories (LLL, GGG, GLL, LLG,

emerged. These accounted for 89 percent of sll respondents. 2 These

categories appear to. provide support for three patterns of perceptual

shift: Maintenance, Exposure and Assimilation/Contrast.

Maintenance. The sort categories LLL and GGG fit the require-nents

of the maintenance pattern. That is, the direction of change in the per-

ceived difference between the self position and the candidate of choice,

and the self position and the opposing candidate was the sa-ne. The

( individual position remained relatively stable. In the LLL category, both

candidates converged on the individual's self position with the opposing

2The remaining ten respondents showed unique or low frequency patterns .

(e.g. LGL) or had ambiguous equality occurances.

.4'

I
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candidate who begins at' a greater distance moving' slightly more rapidly

than the candidate of choice. In the GGG category, both candtclats move

away from the individual's, self position, but the candidate of choice novses

more slowly. These patterns are clearly reflected in Figures 6a and 6b.
.

The figures graphically represent the mean scores,for,Di, D2, D3

arid D4 over the four adm'iniarafions for the GGG and LLL:subjectd

respect vely.3 (The actual meal- scores are presented in Table I.) The

graphs reQeal that the individs.kalremains anchored over time but Shit*

the perception of the two candidates in cOmnion direction, though to

differing degrees.

In considering the differences between the two maintenance patterns,

it is likely that an LLL respondent would express fewer reservations

about the opposing candidate while maintaining the-favoi'ed position of the

candidate of choice. The GGG respondent on the other hand would express

greater reservations about the candidate of choice while maintaining ,a

much greater distance fo'r the opposing candidate.

The maintenance pattern accounted for 36 percent of the qualifying

respondents

Exposure. The GLL and LLG sort categories met the expe.cted

values for the exposure pattern. It was expected that-in this pattern an

increased exposure would tend to decrease the perceived polarization of

3The reader is remindedthitt D41 is an anchor score and not a change
score, D4 in administrations 2, 3 and 4 represents the amount of change
from. the pre-test. .

16
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the two%candidates°. There are two

the canditiate of choice and the Opposing candidate-can move toward each

a ..

I

,

to t

change seqUences which provide this effedt:
- 1;

, .. .

.other, or the candidate of choke, and the opposing can'diciate can move
; -.-,/' d'

*

toward a common referent. The GL{.. sort categary'Suggests the forrner
, .

and the LLG category the latter, with an indication that the candidates move

toward the common referent at different speeds. Figures 7a and "71) pro vide

thegraphic representation .Of the rire an scores (see Table II for the numerical
.

,

. ii, '. ." , .- .

values) for,Di , Do D3, aniii D4 over the four test administrations. The

GLL sort graph(7a) showy a clear candidate convergence pattern with
.p;

o

D3 decreasing and D4 remaining stable. -It is interesting to note that

most of the change occurs an the first post-deba& questionnaire which was
4

the debate with the highest audience ratings.

The LLG graph (7b) shows a self convergent pattern as bOth%of the

carididateeperteived positions move Closer to the individual's self post-
,.

lion: The candidate of choice, however, moves More rapidly than that of

the opposing candidate. Asa consequence, the difference between1 the candidates

i (D3) increases.. Once again, the relative position of the individual. remains

stable.' The etcposure pattern accounted for 27 percent of the respondents.

Assi ilationiVontrast.-- The LGG sort category repreSented.the Assim

ilati9n /Contr7ast pattern. Irk this pattern the candidate. of choice Moves

loser to the self position, the opposing candidate moves away and tfie

percePtionl of the two candidates become, increasingly polarized. Figure

8 presents the 'OraphOf the LGG sort category. (Me'an scores, are in
y.

Table III.) The data set 'closely matches the expectation for their pattern.
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The candidate of cho,ice moves steadily closer to the-self rositiOn and
it* ,. ..7 . .. _

the opposIng candidate farther away; D3 increases and D4 remains` conl-
...........

scant: Th61.-GG scirt category was-the largest-Cateory, accounting for
,

.. . :
1

pefrcent of the respondents. This percentage fora single sort category

I
would suggest that this pattern is the more Common pattern to 1:Se found

.*1

.in our analysis of campaign effects.:

It is

movement

almost no

therefore,

important to note that in all three of these patterns the essential
, ,

occurs in the perception of candidates' position. There is
. el --.... ...

.
' '. '

change noted in the ,individual's position over time. 'Candidates,-

are not,persuadin/givoters to their-position, but *rattler it is
. .

.

their position which accommodates the voter... This effecteither supports, ,
, .
.\ .0- . - . , . .

or is a consequence` of, the political folic lore that an issues-oriented candidate
,.,..

1

-e

will be a defeated candidate.

Family Patterns

Family patterns were investigated by lObking at families with two or

more members who completed three or more of the questionnaires. in

74 percent of these families; each respondent 'member declared the same

last choice for president. Onl six.iper cent of the families ha d respondent

members who maintained a different choice of candidate.. Fifteen percent

of the families had one i'amily member whose initial position varied from

the other family members, but whose fins positionicoincided with the
-

common position.4 Of the three hypothesizib patter4ns, the fhost.. common

Wasthe congruent and the least common was the independent. The

4The remaining five per cent had memberS who refused 10 discloSe a
preference.
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rretative,occurare of the Tongruent and convergentpatterns may well be
4,

a ft.htion of the point in tinge of the initial questionnaire. It may well
,

- -
.

,

be that had we administered the initial questionnaire irrim,ediate ly after

f--

t
the. Convention (or -von during the primary campaigns), the convergent

. cs. _

pattern would rave shown higher frequency. Judging from-our respondent

.. grpt.ps, post ions on candidates whre
.
apparently well estabtisri&d:by the,

.
.... _ ,,- er

4* ,A. ,
Time the. debates began. Seventy-four per cent of the subjects declared a

, .

p fere/ice- at the outset of our data collection period and maintained that -

preference. sOnly.20.per cent used the "escape foil" o "not sure" at any
s".

time during the panel study. The question that remains to be ailswered is:

When was that preference established?
P-1 ;
Conclusions

Frornthit study, the following onclusions appear warranted:.

1) The notion that voters move their positions tolvard the position,
yr, ,

/ .

of their candidate of choice and that presidential campaigns induce .a
.. ,

,
. .

substantial prVoportiorrof the voters to switch candidates was not

supported. /
2) For most voters, the fall preSidential campaigns .provide a

maintenance or reinforcing function for decisiOn.s previously made;

3) On the basis of data derived from the different-Subject groups,

it seems clear that the same campaign can .serve tp both traduce and

tnCrease'perCeived polarity between candidates -14e cular effect, 1

which occurs appears to be a*function of different maintenance Mechanisms
, - r

used by tie respondents.
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4) Families showing indel%ndent choices among their membebs are

fare. In general, the family provided a firm reference for voting

'behavior and apparently vvas forceful iniinfluencing errant membersito

adopt the common position..

^S.

S
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TABLE I

MAINTENANCE PA'T'TERN

Sort Cattigory LLL

Questionnaire -.D1 021
,.,

D3 D4

1.6 .87 1.39 1.42 ' /.76

2
',

-.70. 1.21 1.17
1

.53

-
. 3 , . .59 1.09 1.08 .55,

4 \. .po 1.08 1.18 .60

42

Sort Category GGG 7
V

Questionnaire Di D2 D.,
9

D4

1 , .63 .74g .94 .79:.

2 .91 1.17 1.48 170*

3 .80 1.30 1.44 .74

4 .86 1.41 1.57 .76

Table I Mean D scores for sort categories LLL: and .GGG.
for the four test administrations

24" .

a 74*

4
j
;
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TABLE II

Of

lab

DOUBLE. EXPOSURE PATTERN

4*.

Sort Category GL .L \

Questionnaire D
1,

.

D2

,
D3 D4

1 .43 1.48 ;1.37 ,.68

2" .37 . ,95 .97 .88

3 .83 1.14 1.12 .81

4 .84 .87 101 .86 .89

Sort Cate,gdry LLG

Questionnaire

1 1.03

.51

.49

4
Z55

D2

1.36

D3

.82,

04._

.75

1.05 .96 .64 %

1.18 . 1.25 . .58

.98 1.21 .68,

'Table II -- Mean D scorewfor sort categories GL' L and LLG
for the four test administrations

r

25
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s TABLE III`
.

AS S IM-I LATION/CONTR4\ST PATTERN

gi

,.

s

Sort Category. LGG
.1

t

1

('

c

Questionnay4p
, -. .-I- \.

1 4)

2 -

it
3

-
4

*Di,

.72

.70

'... 49
-,....

"-!--. 37

,---""

D2

1114

1 ;9-

1.42
.4j

1,.65

...

D3

1.08

1.34

` 1.49

1.65

.
,

*.73.:

, -

04

,

.64

:72/

XT11

045 ,
Table Mean D scores for sort category t 0 for.the
foUr test administrations

qua. 9' ce.

26
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APPENDIX I

$IXTEEN STATEMENTS USED ON THE FIVE-POINT AGREEMENT
.SOLES FOR SELF, FORD, AND CARTER

.1. In an effort to curb unemployment every effort should be made to
create/hobs in privateindustry.

2. Inflation is the number one problem with our economy.

3. The best way to insure economic equality is by strengthening Anti-'
Tcust laws.

4.. The wage base for earnings subject to social security tax should be
raised.

5. There should be a comprehensive national health insurance system
with universal and mandatory coverage.

I .

....

6. State and federal government should take the burden of welfare off
of local government.

1

7. A full and complete pardon for those in legal trouble because of their
opposition to the Vietnam War should be given.

8. There should be federal subsidies and low interest loans to encourage
the construction of low and moderate income housing..

The best way toassure speedy trial is by increasing the nurrberi of
judges, prosecutors and public defenders.

' 10. It is increasingly clear that there is no free, competitive market for
crude oil in the United States.

11. United States military forces overseas should be maintained at
. their present strength.

12; Overall defense spending could and should be cut through better
management.

13. There should be a Constitutional Amendment to prevent abortion.

14. Income tax reform is necessary to shift the tax burden froM low and
middle incomes to tiigher income brackets.

15. The number of federal bureaucracies should be' drastically cut.

18. 'Better relations with Russia are important for this country;

1.

R


